



WELLESLEY, MASS., OCTOBER 22, 1931
BARN TO PRESENT
INFORMAL PROGRAM
Variety of Plays Gives Wide
Choice for Able Display
of Dramatic Talent
CASTS ARE ANNOUNCED




present its annual fall informals. The
varied program will consist of three
plays. Rococo, by Harley Granville-
Barber, is a farce about the members
of a family who are struggling for the







inger. Comedy relief is supplied by
Tickless Time, Susan Glaspell's tale oi
a young inventor who hates the con-
vention of living by clocks and so de-
vises a new method of telling time.
As usual, dancing will follow the
dramatic program.
The casts for the three plays are as
Unheralded except by the brief an-
nouncement of an academic procession
was the twentieth anniversary of Ellen
Fits Pendleton's inaugurate
dent of Wellesley. This
fanfare and ceremony was not un- 1
typical of her twenty years as chief
|
officer of the college, a term of service \
more notejvorthy through action than .
advertisement, for things done rather,
than things talked about.
It is well now for her example to be
j
considering again, though they merii
grateful consideration, those taiigiblt
achievements of the past two decades,
for no one can doubt who has in am
measure come into contact with tht
president of Wellesley that her face i;
set definitely toward the future. Wha
we would say now, fresh from tht
memory of the anniversary chayel, is
to the undergraduate body.
We have ourselves no desire to re-
turn to that period of stern faith, of
moral self-consciousness, which gave
the necessary impetus to most insti-
tutions of learning in this country,




lament the hunger and thirst -'
i
earlier student body for the I
At eight o'cIock
ning, October 22, Mr. Leonard Woolley,
famous archaeologist, will lecture in
Alumnae Hall on his recent discov-
eries in Ur of the Chaldees. the home
of Abraham.
The Chapel Speaker on Sunday. Oc-
tober 25th. will be Dr. Raymond
Calkins of the First Congregational J
Church. Cambridge.
There will be a meeting of the
Brockton-Wellesley Student Indus-
trial Group on Sunday afternoon, Oc-
tober 25, at 3:00 o'clock in A. K. X.
The subject for discussion will be
National Unemployment Agencies.
Various topics under this general
11 be presented by individu-
group. As this is the first
E the year, freshmen are
CELEBRATE TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY
OF MISS PENDLETON'S INAUGURATION





nething ofand feed and label and register us,
the faculty can give out assignments
and order outside reading, the A's can
be made and the Phi Beta Kappa keys
be bought, but unless there exist in
tions the pervading concept of wisdom
as an end more worthy than most. Harvard will speak
sacrifice and devotion, !
i nothing and tradition
character of
ere will be a dinner for the mer
of the Economics Department
Wellesley Inn on October 28,
Mr. Uglow Marie Kass. '34 j (jtm
Mr. Reginald Ruth Benedict. '32
^
i
Mrs. Reginald Mary Winslow. '35 j deserving
Tickless Time buildings
Ian Adra Armitage, '34 m „ans ;ess . Not a dozen, but sixteen
'
I
hundred, must be stirred to a realiza-
what the life of the mind can











Jane Louise Taylor, '35
Marjorie Foster, '34





on Page 8, Col. 2)
Paul Porter Will Lecture
On Unemployment Problems
rimer s,'fl/„r.,, but tiie member nt
And now more than ever, in a
when things material liave lost
their illusion of permanency; wlu
and politics
offer much to perplex and stimulate
but little to comfort the thoughtful;
now more than ever has the time be-
come ripe for an intellectual renas-
cence. Books, music, painting—grav-
pling with abstract theory for the
ganizations involved, and to facili-
t?.u.' the work of the Treasurers, stu-
dents are urged to pay all dues at
Fall Pay Day. which will take place
n liie Collri.'.: Government Office at
the following times:
Tuesday, October 27, 8:30-4:30,
A-L.
::30-4:30,
Soon the United States
whether or not Mahatma Gandhi is tc
visit here. On Thursday, October 15
Mariam and Lilabati nath Ghose, sev-
en- and four-year-old daughters o]
Sailendra nath Ghose, president ol
the India National Congress ol
America, sailed aboard the line:
Europa bound for Southampton to ex-
tend an invitation to the Indian
leader. The two children bear official ; She
messages from various organizations
and sympathizers in Boston, New
York. Chicago. Pittsburgh
The
nauguration of Miss Ellen
ileton as President of Wellesley Col-
ege was celebrated at a special ser-
vice in the chapel on Monday. October
cession of faculty
preceded the service, which
was opened by Miss Frances L. Knapp.
Miss Knapp spoke briefly of the pur-
pose of this special gathering and in-
troduced Mrs. Frederick G. Atkinson,
•10, who, in behalf of the alumnae,
trustees, faculty, and student body, ex-
pressed appreciation for Miss Pendle-
ton's invaluable services to the college.
Since Miss Pendleton took office in
1911, an almost complete rebuilding of
the college has taken place, and these
years have brought as steady a de-
velopment along academic lines.
Mrs. Atkinson outlined the history of
the college and the work of the five
presidents who preceded Miss Pendle-
ton. She stressed the point that our
first alumna president has always been
closely connected with Wellesley. Miss
was graduated from this
1886. and after study at
College, Cambridge Univer-
1889-1890, she returned to
and received her M. A. de-
She Dean the
College and Associate Professor of
ceeded Miss Caroline Hazard as sixth
president of Wellesley ten years later.
Miss Pendleton has received honorary
I
degrees from Smith, Mt. Holyoke.
Brown, and the University of Toronto.
Bete
It is said Mr.
the United Chapters
Kappa. Chairman of the College En-
trance Examination Board, member of
Academy of Political and
National C. A. Will Send




the extent and consequences of un-
employment. The lecture is under the
auspices of the Wellesley branch of
the League for Industrial Democracy,
of which Mr. Porter is National Field
Secretary.
Graduated from the University of
Kansas after winning honors in de-
bating and serving as editor of the
University daily, Mr. Porter joined the
League in 1928, in the capacity which
he now fills. In the summer of 1930
he made an extensive and first hand
study of the unemployment question
visiting agencies, factories, mills, anc
shops in the role of job-seeker. Dur-
ing 1929 he was in the thick of tht
textile strikes at Gastonia. Marion
and Elizabethton, as the Southerr
representative of the Emergency Com
I joys which r
rchist, bigot or atheist may take
goal and a refuge. "It is a tree
of life to them that lay hold upon it,
a-nd the supporters thereof are happy.'
And not for the president who has
served twenty years to smooth the way
devoted only
Gandhi will meet the children when
the boat docks, and take them to Lon-
don, and receive their message.
This mass invitation from the In-
dian population of many Eastern
messages urging
cross the Atlantic,
invitations from Alfred P. Sloan of
General Motors; John Dewey, phil-
osopher; Jane Addams, head of Hull
House; Mary E. Woolley, president of
Mt. Holyoke College; Rabbi Stephen
S. Wise; and August Heckscher, phil-
anthropist. Mr. Gandhi has been de-
terred, at least in some measure, from
Among
On Saturday, October 24, there
be held at Wellesley an important
ference of the National Y. W. <
Our C. A. is only one of the i
similar organizations in other col
throughout the country. In late j
, the work of the student bodies h
ore their feet, but for themselves , .^^ ^ R suggestion nas
nd themselves alone we call upon the , mafle M comblne tnem into one
ndergraduates of this college to re- , ciation stjn connected with
lember that purpose for which they Y w
. it is this need which
iir'bf deletes Mr ' C ' H ' Pattel
'
S011 T() ^W
vassal mi. hoi-] Readings From Hamlet Soon
Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Societies Announce Plans
And Programs For 1931-1932
The six societies have announced the
following plans and programs for the
coming year:
{Continued on Page
Juniors Announce Election t0 study .
Of Ten New Class Officers! ZTlZ
On Saturday morning, after chapel.
following
; of the Jv
announeed ^ offl- dent Pendleton
STUDENT INDUSTRIAL TEA
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22
4:30 P. M. AGORA





Jane Mapes Corresponding Secretary
Arece Lambert Recording Secretary
Elizabeth Brastow
Executive Committee
Rhoda Deuel Executive Committee
Jane Griswold Executive Committee
Mary Elizabeth Anderson Factotum
Eileen Sparrow V:'e\ )
Brown. Bennington, Bos-
ye'preseTterby p7e!i-j On Monday, October 26,
Mr. C. IL
Miss Knapp Miss , Patterson, Professor of
Language and
fiss G orge and Miss
! Literature at the Massachusetts Agri-
^ancLd and Mi,, .cultural College, will give readings
represent the National from Shakespeare
s Hamlet
Mr. Patterson has long been a ta-
vorite Interpreter of Shakespearean
drama and his work is said to be both
scholarly and interesting. The lecture
N0Vi 14—Program Meeting. Topic:
The Monetary System as
an Issue in Presidential
i by John Haynesj campaigns,
rk, who expresses
, Jan 23—Program Meeting. Topic:
Indian leader will ! Tne Machinery of Election.
Feb. 27—Program Meeting. Topic:
(Probably) Disarmament
and its Possible effects on
the United States.
May 6-1—Semi-Open. Topic: Debate
on some current contro-




OCTOBER 26, 27, 30
ROOM 30, GREEN HALL
The form ol presentation of the first
two topics will be reports, given in the
second case by one person, and in the
first case by two people representing
opposite sides—that is, opposite politi-
cal parties—in the various campaigns
1 Continued on Page 5, Col. 2)
Depart-
under the sponsorship of
ment of Speech and will be held at
Alumnae Hall at 4:40 P. M. Every







WELLE SLEY COLLEGE NEWS
How The Other Half
Lives
The epidemic of knitting which
struck Vassar last year has spread, it
seems. The Connecticut College for
Women has taken up the idea and is
now imitating the knitting women of
Revolutionary Paris. Our friends on
their News offer to print instructions
for. the knitting of sweaters, blankets.
At Barnard, the entering stud
are being subjected to still ano
test. Tile English Department
made four years later. T
r means of making the students
heir own speech habits.
To those who bewail the lack c
interest in voting for officers: Elec
tions in the freshman class at Purdu
were called off recently. It seems i:
the preliminaries 180 votes were cas
by 132 freshmen. That's what we ca:
taking an interest in class affairs.
SOPHOMORE CABARET
FOLLOWS SERENADE
The sum of bobbing green lanterns,
files of white-clad figures and the
cold of a fall night, the echo of fa-
miliar dance tunes and the refrain
"we want that song again" equal the
freshman serenade. Add to this total
a dash of "pep," enthusiasm and real
serenading ability and you have the
serenade which 1935 gave to the
sophomores on Saturday night.
Everything ran true to form; the
night was bitter cold, lanterns seemed
to insist on going out or burning up
at inconvenient moments, and the
sophomore "come-back" at each house
had the usual range from the highly
sentimental to the intensely practical.
In the latter class fell the Severance
song which warned the freshmen
against catching a cold in the chill
night air to the "shivering" tune of
"K-K-K-Katie." Freeman continued
the good advice by singing another
"cold" song accompanied by intermit-
tent sneezes from the freshman ranks.
At Beebe the serenaders and two gen-
tlemen callers arrived simultaneously
and for a moment it was doubtful who
was going to yield the ground, but when
the young gentlemen beheld the Beebe
doorway crowded with "creatures"
which now swarmed about them on all
sides, they seemed to feel that, un-
|>1Tl01Ti'd
ant four hundred." they
ignominious retreat to a
ce with " 'ladies' to right
of them, "ladies' to left of them," and
so the serenaders held the field.
Prom the Quad an onslaught was
made on the Sophomore Cabaret at
Alumnae, where hot cocoa, supple-
mented by entertainment ranging
horn Shakespeare in a musical comedy
ing, seemed to do much to restore the
lugging spirits of the serenaders.
entertainers were introduced by Adra
Armitage as master of ceremonies,
and included Prudence Lamont, Mar-
garet Hull, Marie Kass, and Mae
Adele Le Branche and Jean Sachs tap-
danced; Delphine Clark crooned some
favorite current songs, and Ruth
Bergeson and Betty Russell admirably
satisfied the craze for close harmony.
Further musical variety was supplied
by Elizabeth Babcock, who sang Por-
tuguese songs, accompanying herself
with her guitar. The last part of the
committee is planning to have a group
I
attend all the union meetings of the
j
International Ladies' Garment Union
and the Neckwear Workers' Union in
|
Boston, and to work with the Brockton
I Shoe Factory girls on their problems.
The Social Service Committee, under
Davida Ritchie, has charge of sending
j
girls to settlement classes,
The International
j
World Fellowship Committee, is divid-
ed into several interesting groups.
Jane Link has a group which is study-
ing the different religious trends in
Europe. A volunteer group under this
Committee is the Foreign Service Class.
The group meets with Louise Gilman
clever take-off of Barn tryouts, with
Molly Ames, Elizabeth Pancoast, Pat
Parfitt, Bernice Bernstein, Kay Hull,
and Eleanor Washington providing





much in the limelight recently on ac-
count of its Membership Drive, and
its engineering of Service Fund Cam-
paign. C. A. is a living, working or-
ganization which concentrates its at-
tention at home with the hope that
its influence may spread.
The Association was reorganized last
year so that now it has already only
four working committees under which
are other voluntary activities. The
most important comlmittee is the Re-
ligious Council, under the leadership
of Marylouise Fagg. The Council is
in the process of putting out a
ious questionnaire to find out how
sophistication of college life has
affected religious faith. In December,
Committee is contemplating the
production of a Christmas nativity
play of the medieval type, to be given
the Chapel. The regular work of
,e Council is the managing of the
mday night Vespers, which are held
itory living rooms.
The Student industrial Committee
work appeals perhaps more to the stu-
body as a whole. This year the
®rje PHue Bragon
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.






topic of the Convention is Christ s
Way of Life, and although one may not
he work of the Con-
tings are interesting
standpoint. C. A.
hopes to send at least one representa-
tive. The World Fellowship Commit-
tee has been hard put to it this year
not to duplicate the work of the new
International Relations Club, but their
present program offers much interest-
ing work.
The Conference Chairman has
charge of sending delegates to the
various conferences during the year.
These include Poland Springs, Cedar
Hill, and Silver Bay. The Silver Bay
group is an unusually large one. The
Chairman also has charge of selling
Wellesley calendars at Christmas time
and ice cream cones on hot May days.
Another group under the supervision
of C. A. is the Freshman Week Com-
mittee and the Freshman group meet-
ings. The first of these
Perk. SlipplK ( he Me's
the benefit of the Freshmen, sec-.:.
they have Big Sisters, and en-
lins them with teas and receptions.
The Group Meetings are under the
supervision of Sally Supplee. They
once a month so that there will be
Freshmen have tb- oojortunities to i-o
to work at the Wellesley Hills Chil-
dren's Convalescent Home on Sunday
afternoons entertaining the children.
C. A. also supervises Reading Groups
which are held once a week under the
direction of one of the Faculty mem-
bers. The informality of the groups in
reading and discussion add much to
their value and pleasure.
=T-^7il I DR. DWIGHT R. CLEME





DR . COPELAND MERRiLL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 19Ol-i
90(|




DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. j,
^aban Block Tel. Wei. 0300.y
Brick Oven Tavern
40 Joy Street, Beacon Hill
1,1 MM EON 12-2 TEA 4-5
STEAK, CHOP or













MARCEL AND FINGER WAVING
OPEN 8:00 A. M. Tel. Wei. 442-W.
WELLESLEY SQl'AKl-,
"And what values!" you are
sure to remark when you learn
linn moflerateh ihey are priced.
No wonder thrifty housewives
simp her.' in e\ er-iiu rce-ine;
numbers! Satistaetiirv selections
am] savings are assured.
Wellesley Fruit Co., Inc.
Wellesley Shop 50 Central St.
99%% ALPACA
the fine soft fleece of Alpaca goats with a wee
pinch of wool.
3 piece knit suits
with expensive looking tuckings, appliques of
dark on light, pleats.
$6.95
Sizes 14 to 40
So many lovely young styles come only for misses,
inese tor women too. Brown, Spanish tile, blue,
Our ambitious little
shoe shop is open$6.90
pcopk- who
luxuries of life. He
thought after
ing the societies depart for tr
nual pledge dinners last Thursday
night. Majestic busses and dashing
Girls entered in
Perry really admired the gal-
admiration
for the super-efficiency of this modern
world was really stimulated when he
noticed that one society had
a double set of conveyances for their
eager maidens.
been irresistible.
great pleasure that we note
one perennial freshman-taxi story has
again been enacted this year
other words—freshman is seat
full dic.nity in the taxi. Senior
the door. "Sorry, but this cab
cupied," blithely trills the j
ster. And so endeth the first 1
LAST Thursday provided several
crises in the lives of our students.
Perry saw quite some pronounced
nervousness among the denizons of
Alumnae late last Wednesday evening.
The first quiz; in the ever-to-be-dread-
ed-and-admired Senior Art was
scheduled for the following morning.
Sounds slightly resembling "Amenem-
hat, Amenhot, Amenophis," filled the
air. In one lone lorn corner a fair-
haired maiden sat. In her hand she
held a cellophane pack and as she




vhich of the ob-
,vas the pyramid
PERRY, feeling the need of exer-
cise, followed the freshmen in
their perambulations around the cam-
pus last Saturday night. It was most
seasonable serenade weather, freezing
cold, or so it seemed, with all varieties
of breezes blowing. The sophomores
snug in their houses struggled man-
fully with their preparations for a
hearty answer. The greatest difficulty
which the younger class had to meet
was in keeping alight the wavering
flames of their lanterns, or [rather
in getting them lit in the first place.
It seems a shame that Perry could
not scientifically approve of their
methods; but it must be admitted
that setting whole boxes of matches
aflame in the close proximity of a gas
is not the best idea possible.
He suggests that the next time it would
hey are believed,
ments often proclaim histor
s six thousand years ago,
today. A myth has
mouth to mouth, from
and from Towerite
these many years. We would
therefore like to t
all those interested to the substantia
this tale, which, told
mously, is found on the third page of
the last issue of that most reputable
publication, The New Yorker.
ONE day last week. Perry received athe effect that the Inter-
national Relations Club would hold its
first meeting of the year at Agora
House on October 16. the topic under
discussion to be The Economic Crisis
in Germany. The Pressman hears on
every hand that this is a remarkable
period of world history through which
we are now living, so he thought he
had better go learn something about
the economic affairs of a nation which
is playing a major part in this world-
wide crisis. Mary Losey, '32, president
of the club, introduced the officers and
explained that the purpose of the or-
ganization is to study international af-
fairs more technically than does the
Cosmopolitan Club. After these form-





^ATURDAY, too, marked the return
of many erstwhile society mem-
eager to participate in that day's
ation ceremonies. Perry met a
iber of them coming from Z. A.
and Agora where they seem to have
old spirit practically dead
and gone. One of them found changes
way the houses were be-
ing kept up by the present generation
and suggested to some of the more in-
the group that





contented smiles were observed by
' during this week-end. Seeing
this disturbance centered among
the members of the Senior Class he
Smith, '32, talked of the effects of
German situation on var
le visited last summer. Open




gested that it was getting late and the
best be put off until
after the Disarmament Conference had
n properly dealt with. Perry decid-
ed that aside from the excitement of
the above-mentioned discussion, the
most notable feature of the meeting
was its large attendance. He hopes
that it was real interest that urged so
many people to go and not just idle
curiosity to see what the transformed




Hollywood of 1932 may be l
different from the Hollywood of 1931
says Robert Benchley in an article en-
titled A Possible Revolution in Holly-
wood, in the Autumn number of thf
Yale Review. No different from anj
other American city, Hollywood has
felt the depression and it is more than
probable that those who went out west,
lured by the prospect of gold and more
gold, will return to New York, where
they are much more at home and
much happier.
:H.i foil: who only weir
money will stream bac
thing. Hollywood may
status of ten years ago
work up again to its present posit:
Whatever happens, Mr. Benchley r
phesies, people will gape just as mi
never realizing that Hollywood people
are ordinary humans, leading ordinary
lives—only making more money
HABITS OF FORMER
STUDENTS REVEALED
The "good old days"—when
still believed they had solemn
;o fulfill and the coquette of the college
allowed a quarter of an inch of
. of the most fash-







Tom Griffin hi 1 "reliable horses and
tempting the classes
their life of toil for
;heir newest models were
$3.50. The Tea Room, the
of the horde of cup-
of-coffee places that now line the Vil,
had table d'hote dinners for fifty cents,
and Huyler's had the "most del
In i the ! way i
Russia's activities in horror, yet never
fail to observe them, so has Holly-
wood fastened itself In the American
consciousness. The number of "movie
magazines" published is appalling and
the amount of publicity accorded
en the most minor members of
the Hollywood colony.
What is this place that it can so
enthrall thousands? stories of a wild
night life have been circulated since
e immemorial, stories of dissipation
I debauchery extraordinary. Actual-
says Mr. Benchley, it is a most un-
interesting place. Most of its residents
PORTER TO LECTURE
ON UNEMPLOYMENT




her periodicals and has
been a contributing editor of the
New Student and the Intercollegian.
Mr. Porter's Wellesley lecture will
be at 7:30 P. M., Friday, October 30,
in Room 24. Founders Hall.
URGE GANDHI TO
VISIT UNITED STATES




Tie two young messengers sent to
Gandhi go as messengers from many
.
It is reported that Mr. Ghose
received over a hundred letters





THE ARCADE CENTRAL ST.
"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY"








Thurs., Fri., Sat., October 22, 23, 24
B.ALTMAN & CQ
Fifth Avenue at 34th Street
W ELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY, MASS., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1931
\BETH VERMILLION.
I are fulfilling their authorized func-
I
thor of last week's editorial has pre-
I sumed.
:
Furthermore, it seems to us that the
1 societies carry out their purpose re-
markably well, considering the fact
that under the present system of ad-
mission into societies, it is impossible
I that its membership will be made up
of girls who are wholeheartedly in-
I terested in the work of the society.
So much for the purpose and work
ol the societies. To defend ourselves
against the ill-chosen phrase, "a dash
of religion thrown in on Sunday eve-
To ca
ligion" is to measure religion by the
length of the service and the number
of people attending. Bather, we would
suggest that society vespers have as
much value to the members of the
school, allows smoking in
provided there is a fire ex-
in the room. Yet Wellesley
: to waste time walking
to






Three years ago a rule was passed by
the Senate in response to the urgent
requests of the student body—a rule
permitting smoking in the various tea
rooms in the village and in certain
rooms in Alumnae Hall. We are not
ungrateful. Alumnae has opened her
doors to those who smoke on campus;
and for the freshmen there is the
village.
We do not wish to seem exorbitant
luaj'.nu'iii which left the
perhaps fully capable
general feeling among the student;
body that the request to smoke in
j
dormitories should be granted. Those
who do not make smoking a practice
but who enjoy a cigarette after dinner
,
find the congested smoke-filled rooms
their own mild way. Those
smokers who inhabit Alum-
; that they waste valuable
enough for what is good for
But if we should, after mature
unanimously
desired, some-
thing definite and tangible should re-
sult from a petition. It should be acted
upon and not discarded. If there is
still doubt as to the feeling of the
governed, a mass meeting should be
called at which the condition can be
discussed from all angles. If the mass
meeting proves that the object of the
petition is a far-fetched dream, we
will rest content, at least until another
petition is started on the road to the
This proposition, which, it is ru-
mored, has taken the form of a peti-
tion, meets objections. The fire men-
ace has been braved at Smith, where
frame houses are in the majority, with
no dire results. But strangely the in-
cendiary peril seems to clothe another
objection far more important in the
eyes of the administration. Through
College Government channels come;-,
the rumor that the Administration
does not wish to encourage smoking at
Wellesley. The attitude of the admin-
istration toward smoking we thought
was settled three years ago. If the
college authorities intend to allow
smoking at all, is it not reasonable to
make the circumstances for this prac-
tice as normal as possible? Must the
college protect and coddle the non-
,
smokers, girls of sound mind and body,
at the inconvenience of those gone be-
yond retrieve? As a means of saving
time hitherto wasted at Alumnae and
money spent in the village tea rooms,
All contributions /or this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
<tittci>icnt;i in this column.
AN ANSWER
To the Wellesley College News:
Objections to and defenses of soci-
eties are perennial affairs. Justifiable
criticisms are accepted and welcomed
in the spirit in which they are given.
As so often happens, we have the task
of refuting arguments which cannot
be justified.
To quote from the last "challenge to
societies"—"the purpose and work of
the societies are the most dubious fac-
that
to be hoped that no one would call.
Christian Association vespers on Sun-
j
day evening "a dash of religion," and
j
yet we feel it would be difficult to dis-
|
tinguish their religious purpose and,
the purpose of society vespers.
It can hardly be hoped that this
:
brief defence will satisfactorily
!
answer the criticisms which are even
|
now about to burst into print. We
might add. in conclusion, that we
stand as well armed and as fully pre-
pared to continue our defence of the
societies as are the persistent objec-
tors to strike.
Mary E. Heiss, President of the Inter-
society Council.
Elizabeth Keith. Secretary of the In-
tersociety Council.
MAKE IT EASIER
To the Wellesley College News:
This is a complaint from the Board
of the Literary Review
that not enough
ing handed in to its editors. There;
is also a complaint—a more or less
permanent one—that not enough mem-
bers of the class of thirty-three are
voting at election time. (I mention I
this class because I am a member of
it. although a sin
in the other clas
think the answei
complaints has tr.
I suggest that i
Literary Review
placed at some readily accessible spot,
perhaps the student body would be
stimulated to greater literary activity.
Also, should the election boxes be
nlaced in more than one location (the
ioned. Why don't ^
reputation now by all
to smoke in one of
tioned places? What
tion can there be?
STILL MORE SMOKING
To the Wellesley College News:
Freshmen, still somewhat impressed
with themselves for passing College
Boards and thanking their lucky stars
for their admission to college as well
as for the beauties of the campus, are
naturally somewhat loath to voice ob-
jections so early in the year. But one
topic which has served to unite casual
acquaintances at the dinner table has
been that of smoking. Apparently the
faculty, college government officials, or
whoever the powers may be, seem to
believe that smoking is a pernicious
habit acquired slowly during freshman
year, and they
blowing of smoke rings among their
parlor tricks. Alas, they are given the
opportunity to do little more than con-
sider it, for at this point it is virtually
impossible for a freshman to indulge
in a friendly cigarette in the Vil with-
out spending at least five cents in ad-
dition to the price of the cigarette.
In these days of the oft-quoted de-
pression, that is a stiff penalty for
anything so harmless as a wee small
Camel. In brief, then, Alumnae is a
Explanation
Pseudo-Ogden Nashcanalia,
Not the results of Baccanalia,
Study









Adonais admits it; once he wroi
But since having Miss Tuell—
Op. Cit, and Ibid, he knows to
Civilization approaching Well
The News hound hears that 1
May
long hike on a cold winter night and
we cannot all afford to patronize




his pals are •
ilization in th
fully eating in to save money. Can't smoking roc ms. So an o
something be done to allow us to en- Be filled, for the puppy lov
joy an after-dinner cigarette and calm:
1935. He hates to go to Alumnae
; Senate, let him stay horr
AD INFINITUM far from ha
To the Wellesley College News:
It just so happens th&t I don't
smoke, but I have noticed that my






the present rules. They seera to spend Prayer to the powers tr
as much time going to a d coming Oh, pliz,
trom Alumnae as they do smoking. No one give a quiz.
Lately I have heard them discussing Saturday or Monaday.
the possibilities of a more practical For then the doggy will b
arrangement. If there coul i be some away.
provision whereby smokers could in- :
re or less popula
uld thereby
The only method of
A Petition appeal for legislation
for Petitions under a type of semi-
we enjoy is petition. By stating the
object and getting as many names as
possible to enforce the sentiment, we
hope to accomplish great deeds.
Whether the names include two-thirds
of the student body or a smaller per-
centage, we have done all that is pos-
sible to exchange existing conditions.
The petitions for senior cars vanished
into limbo; we do not question the
that the societies are supposed
unimportant, which fact mean
of necessity the wo
ing than it might
those who do not know the history
of the societies this can be explained
by a brief account of the reorganiza-
tion that took place in 1920. The rea-
son for this reorganization was that
portant, and that their work over-
shadowed that of other college or-
ganizations. The changes that were
made were to allow the societies only
one Semi-Open meeting a year, in
college at large. These SemT-Open
meetings are by this law restricted in
the following ways: first, the work can
only be presented to 500 people; sec-
ondly, the societies are not allowed to
hire any assistance; thirdly, only three
snt in preparation
With these rules in
reader can better
3 the purpose and
To the Wellesley College News:
Just what is the chief objection to
smoking in some part of the campus
dormitories during regulated hours?
The college houses have been equipped
with every modern convenience and all
articles for insuring comfort except
ash trays. Certainly those who do
not smoke would not object to the
smoking of others after dinner in the
dining rooms or some specified place.
If the non-smokers do feel violently
about the above practices in dormito-
ries, let them come to the fore and
state the basis for their opposition.
D, G. A.. '32
would greatly facilitate matters. The
difficulties are not insurmountable.
Vassar and Smith have surmounted
greater. A combination of the ar-;
rangements at these two colleges
would be practical at Wellesley. In
the fireproof dormitories smoking
ments. Smokers in the Quadrangle
could make use of the arcade running
between Pomeroy and Cazenove
Norumbega and Freeman are such
small buildings that fire insurance
would not be a source of much ex-
I am not. of course, acquainted with
the technicalities involved; my view is
only that of an impartial observer.
C. J., S3.
The Literary Revieio
following elections to its busint






I weeks may be s
| for this meeting.
;
mind, perhaps tr.
The following communication has
been received by the News:
Maison Crawford gratefully ack-
To the Wellesley College News: nowledges gifts recently received" a
Wellesley seems to have dropped library of over one hundred Frencl
out of its position of leading the col- I books presented by Dean Ewing Miss
leges of the country in modernism.
I Ethel D. Roberts. College Librarian
The other prominent women's colleges
j
and Miss Rosalie Carroll of West Newhave smoking rooms in the dormito-
1 ton; also a dailv French newsDaoer
ries. The Middle Western Universi- \ La Presse of Montreal, presented by
~ just Mr. J. c. Smith, father of Florencethat they : outside the
When Adonais was walking
Toward Founders
The other Day.
Depressed because he had no
His Psych Experiment,
He met a friend who was
In her buttonhole.
And so he pondered, perplexed.
Then the Bright Idea came to 1
That perhaps she
Was going to meet someone tha
didn't
Know, and was wearing a
Instead of the traditional
Carnation.
But while he was thinking all Ui
She passed on, leaving him
Sore troubled.
Then he counted ten more girls
With Roses.
He looked around for one of those
Ask-Me's
Who had been so much
In Evidence, Freshman Week,
But they had evidently answered *
The answers they knew,
And had sunk to the level of all
Uppei'i'lassmen
—
None were to be found.
Suddenly he heard a scream that
Made his blood run cold.
He turned—
t
A junior was running madly up T°
Hill,
Waving a Red Rose, and yelling'
Phi Alpha!
Adonais lost his perplexity;
He continued to walk toward
Founders,
Because he knew that
Societies had been announced.





PLYMOUTH—.4s You Desire Me
SHUBERT—Private Lives
TREMONT—The Little Racketeer





ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN
Robert P. Tristram Coffin, head 01
the English department at Wells col-
lege, conducted the third of the Poets
Readings held last Monday in Billings
(Hall at four-forty. Professor Coffin
read from his book Golden Falcon
from the book which Macmillan will
publish under the title, The Yoke
Thunder. In these new poems,
author tried to delve below the surface
of the nature studies which ar
forte and has used natural phenomena
as a symbol, many times successfully
His talk was divided into five groups
the first dealing primarily with New
England people. Mr. Coffin believes
more deeply to the soil they have
taken on a picturesque glamour, a
beauty of provincialism which is not
found in more transitory communities
In One in Darkiiess he draws a pic-
ture of a New England farmer who
spends his life battling many roots,
phrasing or a too bizarre interpreta-
tion. One forgives these flaws, how-
ever, before the beauty of phrasing
and the vividness of outline with




* Continued From Page 1, Col. 5)
the "gold
The third meeting will tak
of an informal debate, to t
by questions from the floor
At Semi-Open will
formal debate, the subject of which
j
quet, in the fifteenth
will be chosen later in the year. This ! eign influences becom
type, will be
presented at the Semi-Open meeting.
During the second semester, after the
presentation of As You Like It, the
general topic will be a comparison of
the type of the tragedy with the type
|
of the romantic comedy.
TAU ZETA EPSILON
Tau Zeta Epsilon plans, this year, to
limit its attention to the artists of
representations of pictures, hopes to
obtain a definite impression of the
French school. They will begin with
of painting common in Europe around
the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-




November 14—Illustrated discussion oi
the Greek and Roman theatre bj
Miss Waldon of the Latin Depart-
January 23—Miss Hobgood of tht
Department of Reading and Speak-
ing will read
Medea of Euiipede;
harshness and futility of his battle.
In another two women live in an old
house too large for their care. Bound
down by the smallness of their life
they finally make their orbit the kit-
chen fire, and begin to know by small
frictions the totality of hell. In the
Cupola one finds a woman sitting in
the sun, her mind, transparent as a
pane of glass, watching her life pass
before her while she ignores the world
Coffin describe
in themselves
tion. Here we find fireflies, ten mil-
lion candles going up the wedding




&r. Coffin's observations. The Golde;
Falcon becomes the epitome of com
beauty and cruelty. ""God lit i
;t." To the poet he
that "living things are lovely
things must die."
The march spider becomes death too
a dreadful thing,
flame in a silver net." Crystal
depicts a youthful
sions of the cla the old by
several members of the society.
April 22, 23—Sem The Electra
of Euripedes.
May 14—Greek influence in English
literature, discussed bv a member of
the faculty.
PHI SIGMA
This year. Phi Sigma. instead of
confining its atte ntion solely to the
country, has decided to include with-
in its field of study of "folk-lore in
the making"—a study of present day
Russia. With the intent to emphasize
the contrast between the old regime
and the new, Phi Sigma's annual
Christmas Masque, will be based upon
century A. D., while subsequent pro-
gram meetings will endeavor to inves-
tigate the Art, Music, Drama, and
Government of Soviet Russia, with
special attention to the details of the
Five- Year Plan.
SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY
the sixteenth and seventeenth
ries with the Flemish
Clouets, and the strong influence of
the Italian Renaissance on the other
French artists. The classic style con-
tinues dominant until the appearance
of typically French style in the eigh-
teenth century with the frivolity of
Watteau, the decorative, dainty paint-
ing of Fragouard, and the patriotism
of Delacroix. Then will be considered
the flowering of French art in the
technique, lighting effects, color, form,
and psychological approach. At our
first program meeting will be given
examples from the work of the primi-
tives, as Maitre de Moulius. and from
the Italians who influenced French
art. such as Raphael. The second
program meeting will take up the clas-
sic style in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries with pictures from
LeSueur and Poussin, whereas the third
meeting will show the contrast of the
gaiety of the eighteenth century as
seen in Watteau and Fragouard. The
last meeting will be devoted to the
"moderns." with the interesting works
of men such as Manet and Renoir.
ZETA ALPHA
The subject of study for the year
1931-32 chosen by Zeta Alpha is
modern Italian drama. At the first
Program Meeting there will be a talk
by a member of the Italian Depart-
ment, the subject and speaker to be
designated later. A talk on present
day Italian 1 $lays by Miss Hart will
be the principal"feature of the sec-
ond Program Meeting, and the third
will be a short presentation of a
modern Italian play. The large play
of the year will be presented at the
;
Semi-Open Meeting in the early part
31 - ipeare Society j
the year 1931-32 will be a close study and last Progran
of the type of the romantic comedy. I general resume










For Motor Coach Service Call
Framingham 2500
29 Pass. Coaches and Seven Pass.
Cadillac Limousines tor all occa-
Twenty-Four Hour Sen




LADIES' KNITTED SUITS and DRESSES
made to order in our factory






DAILY, 1 TO 5 P. M.
On your way to tea, drop ir
GROSS STRAUSS - I.MILLER




New low prices on
New Mode Cleaning Service
Plain Dresses, with sleeves . . . $1.00 and $1.25
Plain sleeveless dresses 750
Other prices on request
Kfim-mlK'i these prices include collectum
and delivery .... charge account privi-
. .
and the .security of drilling








The Martial Spirit: A Study of <
War with Spain by Walter M:
CHoughton Mifflin Co.. Boston and 1*
York).
Following in the line of the latest
American literary
bunking of great
Walter Millis with his newly published
Mortal Spirit: A study of Our War
with Spain, devoted to a debunking
the whole American people; an expose
seusationnel of American imperialism,
masquerading in the garb of idealism,
at the class of the nineteenth century.
Roosevelt, McKinley, Lodge, and
all. His book
gullible
unless it be the "Yellow
Press'" to whom he attributes the
greatest guilt for bringing about the
Spanish-American War. It is a
psychological study of America's mar-
tial spirit that flaunted itself so
abruptly in her imperialistic ventures
MORE BOOK NOTES
Alilnc Dulton.
LMiempt ;H the novel. ;md. ;iki>, li
succeeded a bit too well in his e
towards sobriety. Nevertheles
ehnniclrristic rosy glow colors
story of a man who suddenly di
he can write a book and proceeds to
do so amazingly successfully,
then the problem angle enters when
Reginald, a hero in spite of his name:
and his wife go to London and nar-
rowly escape falling in love with other
people. But, if you happen to own a
fireside, this is a splendid book to read
with one eye upon the fire.
Aspiring young authors have been
cheered for years by the Horatio Alger
tale of Masefield's career as a bar
Now comes Christopher Mor-
ley
lii.eniry
at Mr. Masefield tended bar;
it rise so high as that. Those
iliar with an interesting item of
Americana, the Bartenders'
Guide, will know that the old-time
-tending was not a post for begin-
s. Mr. Masefield. I believe, was a
;-boy and helped to clean and pol-
Mr. Millis has a singular talent for I ish." So, you see, there is still hope
presenting great panoramic sweeps of | for the ambitious youth who, since the
history- His method of presentation,
j
Volstead
by means of unexpected and satiric late
detail, saves his book from being either
tiresome or confusing. He seems to be Another successor of Dickens has
that rare combination, a historian and arisen. P. O. Mann in Albert Grope
a journalist. For, while he aptly | has written a fine book which in am-
movement and events, he I plitute and interest in lowly character
numerous delightful com- I and homely incident is certain to be
compared to the Victorian novelist.
The older generation will also revel in
V. Sackville West's All Passion Spent,
the portrayal of a woman in her eigh-
ties who asserts her independence of
family. Oliver La Farge has written
Sparks Fly Upward. Mazo de la Roche
in Finch's Fortune continues to follow
the family introduced in Jalna, and
Elizabeth Madox Roberts describes the
South again in A Buried Treasure.
These will rejoice the soul of novel ad-
dicts for the winter.
iptions of personalities
In regard to them, he
a charming weakness
intimate glimpses of v
before they become
September a tall, horse faced,
unprepossessing youth (he ha
expelled from Harvard only a fe
before) arrived in New York." His
name was William Randolph Hearst.
Such touches as these will win the in-
references to news-
the important role they
[ir!
-cnlins:
to be the remains oi :i leuvndniv colony
founded by Leif Erickson in the year
1000. and called Norumbega. The let-
ter announced the decision of the
trustees to erect a new cottage (all
the houses were called cottages then)
on the "Hill," far enough from the
clamor of College Hall "to answer a
need for certain of the more sensitive
of our nunYber among the instructors
and students." It was to include a
suite of rooms for the President, and
should be •fashioned to meet our dear
Mrs. Durant's good taste." The cost
was to be twenty thousand dollars
(think on't!), of which Professor Hors-
ford donated five thousand in the name
of the Senior Class. Thus, by the
spring of 1885 the sum had been made
the house-
warming. All agreed that the new cot-
tage should be named Norumbega in
honor of Professor Horsford's recent
The Professor delighted
with the fabulous tale of
Norumbega, and President Freeman
(not yet Mrs. Palmer) read a poem
sent for the occasion by Whittier.
With reverent ceremony Professor
orsford lighted the household fires
i each hearthstone, thus setting up
ie Lares and the Penates, and Nor-
nbega began "a life of service."
In spite of beginning as a retreat
sr," Norumbega soon gathered to-
gether a select group of faculty and
Seniors, having as its nucleus the Pres-
ident and Mrs. Newman, friend of
's, housemother for twen-
ty-five years. Every girl hoped to be
invited for a year on the "Hill," and to
be included in the li
Norumbesa
college activity, until Miss Hazard




moved away from Nor-
the days when every
in college had her house-
n all lights were put out
,
when everybody joined
in charades after Thanksgiving din-
ner, when the well in College Hall
echoed with cheers from the classes on
four respective floors. Only a short
time before had the one huge farm-
bell been discarded for the electric
bell system. Yet there was this touch
of modernity, found in the 1886 year
book: "the dining-room chairs with
their new rubbers surprised us every-
time we tried to draw them out. by
their power of resistence." Those were
also the days of escapades: one Hal-
lowe'en night an excited group slipped
up to the attic and took a fiendish
Gre
heir humility thereafter!
The old Norumbega is gone. Only
emain to tell the tale the gashes on
he attic floor, the Whittier poem,
ramed in the living room, and the
anopied bed of Alice Freeman Palmer.
i which Miss Bushee now sleeps, and
ROOMS
for permanent and transient guests
Near Station and College
Telephone 0449-E
MISS HANLON 1 Waban St.
STOP AND STEP
into the Green Gate Tea Room
Auuurndale 2120 Com. Ave.
Cheese Dreams with Tea or Coffee 35?
Chicken Dinner—6 to 7 S1.25
















ie a theme melody
Die book, and contri-
the feeling of alive-
A diverting digres-
o the exciting Bryan-
ver campaign of 1896,
ind Olney, attempting
commendation.
Throughout the book the author de-
lights especially in satirizing McKinley
and Roosevelt. Particularly amusing
is the picture of the President and
Teddy going for a buggy ride and con-
ceiving the idea of Philippine annexa-
tion. Equally laughable is the de-
scription of Roosevelt as Assistant Sec-
retary of Navy, domineering over his
somewhat baffled chief, Secretary Long.
For the student of history this book
is invaluable. It gathers together a
mass of detail, organizes it clearly and
logically, and expounds in a new and
interesting way the forces at work be-
hind the actual occurrences of the time.
For the layman, too, this book has a
definite appeal. He can not help en-
joying Mr. Millis' wit and satire. The
which the author lets drop are too
Were this book not lightened by Mr.
Millis' sense of humor, his brutal use
of the truth would be offensive to
of inevitability and irony, his detached
point of view, take the sting from
many shafts. In witty and thorough
treatment of somewhat ponderous sub-
ject matter. The. Martial Spirit can
only be compared to Senor de Madari-
aga's inimitable work, Disarmament.
In both books nations play the leading
roles and seem to take
and personality. Both books have
charm of being equally suited eit
to purposes of study or purposes
relaxation.






(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5)
A.A.A.S.
During Miss Pendleton's term of
office, fourteen new buildings have
been erected at Wellesley. It is well
known with what remarkable execu-
tive ability and logical precision of
mind she met the situation of the Col-
lege Hall fire, turning the disaster into
an occasion for building a new Wel-
lesley on the foundation of ideals set
forth by Mr. and Mrs. Durant.
pointed out that it is
rate the buildings which
rected during the last
but that it is more diffl-
Ln words the spirit which
walls of these buildings.
s of the chapel service,
Miss Pendleton expressed her thanks
for the recognition shown her on this
twentieth anniversary of her inaugu-
ration as president of the college. She
explained that the work of these years
was not the accomplishment of one
person but rather the cooperation of




The time is forty-five years ago, the
scene, the "Hill." On one side the Art
Museum, on the other a freshly-paint-
ed, cosy-looking cottage, as yet un-
named. Inside, a jolly party includes
Miss Alice Freeman, second president
of the youthful college, the faculty,
seniors, guests, and a Professor Hors-
ford.
A year before, the Senior Class, '86,
of which Ellen Fitz Pendleton is a
member, had received a letter from its
honorary member, the well-beloved
Professor Horsford. This membei
the early Wellesley faculty had just
proclaimed the discovery of a settle-
ment on the Charles which he claimed
AMERICAN ANTIQUES-"THE PACKET"
9 Grove St., Wellesley
A Summer Shop—from Brewster, Cape Cod
Old jewelry — pine and maple — pewter, glass, china, prints,
"Keep Your Clothes Looking New"
A NEW LOW PRICE ON
RELIABLE CLEANSING
NOW—Any Silk or Cloth Garment
Cleansed and Renewed by the Usual
High Quality Reliable Methods.
Phone Wellesley 0179-M for our service
Reliable Tailoring Co.
CLEANSERS AND DYERS








LJERE'S the newest ver-
Knit Wit .
. . with nipped
in waistline, pleated skirt,
ascot tie, and gay stripes
on the collar revers and
tie, it is representative of
our new collection of knitted
things. You'll find dozens
of them in our Wellesley
Shop in the new fall shades
»11 priced with Slatterv mod-
eration at S12.75 and $16.50.














is 68% who have n
s. M;> Russell,
Director
onferences with the sophomore
Later, the juniors
signed conference periods,
From the very nature of present-day
lersonnel work, which exists primarily





ndividual preferences, problems and
1 may thus be constructively
ated by the student, and re-
ft position to
not for the
mrpose of general advice, nor of urg~
a particular line of action, but for
establishment of a full under-
lding. It is as true in college life
in industry that personnel work is
attempt to get at the "drive" that
aits" that are functioning,
n regard to the status of the per-
inel interview at Wellesley, the Ad-
listration of the College has an-
mced that they "are as important
academic appointments and. there-
e should be kept with the same
se of responsibility." The warning
financial loss to the College when
tudent fails to appear for an ap-
ltment which she herself has
The underlying idea that should be
the minds of those who come to
se conferences is that their value
,
3nds upon the cooperation of the
lent in this attempt to fit the giv-
and receiving of information to
individual needs.
Alice I. Perry Wood,
|
5L k tar of the Personnel Bureau. I




















Of the remaining ]
the Cabbage Patch, DuBarry, Candida,
Otis Skinner in The Taming of the
Shrew, and Weber and Fields were
theatrical assortment in Boston at
ivk-ri;iy afternoon. One of the first
its showed a dainty little girl, with
vo inches below her neck open to the
Jblic view, advertising hand-finished
nderwear. Conjure, if you can, visions
\ the delicate gasps of 1908 when they
i'o to ninety-five dollars.
Shirtwaists were stressed in one is-
ie, in preparation for the Phi Sigma
Shirtwaist Dance, where "the Barn




Even before the days of
id cuckoo clocks, studious
must have had their diffi-
>r pianos were offered for
J swagger ram coat a;






wild be an interesting experi- ' viously limping was not unknown. I
to submit the same list to 1935 ' fore tne eighteen-day diet and i
they are seniors, and note the | wiU°wy thinness came into vogue, 1
shifting of choices which would be I Inn Plaved Satan to the pocketbook
brought about by time—and by Wei-
[
this fasnion:
lesley. | "To satisfy your thirst for knowledge
:
And also keep from growing thin,
Just register at Wellesley College
And then attend the Wellesley Inn.'
The Wellesley National Bank insisted











- 9 Daily - Com. 80S
C. A. WELCOMES NEW
MEMBERS AT VESPERS
On Sunday evening, October 18, the
Wellesley College Christian Associa-
tion opened its year of activities with
a traditional Candlelight Vesper Ser-
vice held in the Chapel.
Mary Maxwell Norton, president of
the organization, began the program
by a short invocation in which she
welcomed both old and new members
and by an appropriate scriptural read-
I
ing. The assembly then sang Light of
j
the World, after which Rosamund]
Peck, vice-president of the
spoke on The Meaning of Mejiibership.
In her address entitled The Symbol i
of Light, Miss Seal Thompson then
TRAVEL BUREAU
| emphasized the necessity of making
—-—
I
your faith and spirituality count for
itherine Kirby, 1932, Shafer Hall, something in this world. She advised
been appointed Manager of the
j
particularly against hiding that faith
-el Bureau at Wellesley College for and not strengthening it bv deelara-
coming year.
advertising, dissappeared. and
place came Slattery's and S
The old order changteh, but wt
en (providing this depression
HE WELLESLEY COLLEGE
he Travel Bureau will have ch:.ir;j.e
making arrangements for
eh are to be represented a
ege and will act as agent for
steamship passage and will
a clearing house for information
eerning travel,
everal students made application






?1 they should apply a
e at the office of th




TO THE GRADUATE STUDENTS
cordial invitation to all graduate stu-
dents to use the Bureau as a source
ijgavocational information and of help
Appointments for personal confer-
Hffi may be made at any time and
tfie registration blanks for member-
ship in the Bureau should be filled
BOB as soon as possible.
FRESHMAN VOCATIONS
During freshman week an Interest
Test was given to the class, and in
that connection they were asked to
jgpek their choices in a list of 33 oc-
cupations in some cases such a large
choice seemed to bo indicated. In
getting the results only those papers
were considered upon which five or
fewer occupations were checked. These
included 250, or 68% of the class.
tion. In order to make this point
more clear, she began the lighting of
the candles which stood as a symbol
of that enlightened spiritual life. She
was followed by the assembly, who
carried candles, also, and who sang
the hymn. Father of Lights.
HABITS OF FORMER
STUDENTS REVEALED!
(Continued From Page 3, Col.
Her style was perfection
She bought her silks and pongees a!
Hatch's."
College rooms must have been restful
places, with crepe paper plastered ovei
tables, chairs, and dressers. Denni-
For the Dance After the Game
A boneless FOUNDATION
GARMENT made of TEA
SILK MATERIAL reinforc
over diaphragm and
and cut very low in (he back
for your evening dress.
SILK AND WOOL MESH
SPORT HOSE S1.00 in the
sniarlesl shades of Brown.
By all means - be fitted.
United Corset Shops, Inc.
8 Church St. Wellesley 1544
A Shop Every Woman Should Know]
1 the e
> the (
)Vcr The wnJIs. ell ;ipr tin,' w mdmvv
el, tables and dresser with our
dainty flower design of crepe paper."
he bee in the bower idea, no doubt.
Perhaps the progenitor of medical
udents who can go to college if they
ceive one more subscription might be
found in the pupil of Silvestri, Naples,
Italy, teacher of banjo, mandolin, and
guitar, who would go to college for
five pupils. Or, on the other hand, per-
haps this ambiguous woman was
merely offering to bring the social graces
: threshold of the college. Gold eye-
glasses were suggested as a genteel
holiday gift, while for the more ath-
moments walking skirts were
quoted at $10.50. Dress skirts in voile
canvass i was it possible to reef
At Our Lending Library
You will find






\ 33 Central Street
Soda Fountain
LUNCHEONETTE



















Wide at the shoulders,
and elaborately shirred
Lined with satin, and in-
terlined as well—featur-
ing black. Sizes 34 to 40.
New! Mesh blouses in
hand-knit effects, $2.00
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WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW
CALENDAR
department of the factory has ful-
filled Its program 169 per cent and
that that one is 14 per cent behind.
(Russians today throw percents at
you like a Monroe calculating
machine.! In Sarntoy I saw a big bill
board near the boat landing, with
eight pictures on it: airplane, locomo-
tive, automobile, motor cycle, horse-
drawn wagon, ox cart, man riding a
drunk, or is persistently late or guilty
of other things that hinder produc-
tion, then on pay day he gets his pay
not at the regular window, along with
the rest of the crowd, but at a special
black-painted booth (I have seen one
ment meeting I




ment. with the t
half an hour before in the director's
in the hands and were discuss-
ing whether they were keeping up to
agreement and what they could do to
bring their product up to agreement.
Fifteen minutes later I ran into an-
other meeting, this time of the for-
eign-speaking workers in the plant
including a heavy-featured workei
from New York. They were speaking
German as well as Russian, so I coulc
understand them myself, and they
lambasting one ano!
thought the foreign-speaking
[ers were not doing their full
"the'De- share, whereas they ought to be set-
ing an example to the Russians! . .
Friday of last week (I think it was






completely disappeared here, along
beginning 0ct?berp
2
mk. ! with religion which they
completely gone, except w
'-
the older people. They are tearing
ECONOMIST MARVELS down churches or making them
AT FIVE-YEAR PLAN into garages or other buildings whichrti





yesterday I pointed out a beautiful
The following letter was received i one on Jhe bank of the river an
recently by Miss Donnan of the Eco- marked ^ my engaging guide
nomics Department from Mr. David tney seemed not to have got around
Saville Muzzey. a former member of t0 tearing then
the same department who has been , jyroscow "No," he said, "the people
traveling in Russia: i are mme backward here!") I visitec
Nearing Stalingrad,
|
Bolshevo, a colony of convicts thirty
September
Volga, we are within an hour or so of
Stalingrad, the tractor town. When
it is finished, according to present
plans, it will be five towns, stretching
along and with a workers' city sur-
rounding or in the vicinity of each
factory. There is to be a timber or
woodworking city, a chemical city, an
administrative city, a metallurgical
city, and a tractor city, which is now
practically complete and which I am
on my way to visit. The imagination
and daring of these Russians surpass
belief, and if they do a tenth part | Pet
of what they already have down on
paper they will certainly make us all
sit up. It is not simply the five-year
plan, which in itself is almost
yond comprehension in
detail (for example, all
Intourist, the organizati
care of foreign trave
five miles out of Moscow. They have
1700 of them here, taken directly from
prison. They work in shops and
tories, entirely at liberty to come
go, and to go for good if they
to, without guards or restraints of any
kind. Three hundred of the present
lot are now married and living 1
If they don't fit nto their community
they are sent b ck to prison. They
don't like that, s most of them fit. I
asked about the percentage of fail-
ures. (You ask or everything in per-
centages.) It us d to be 12; now with
the larger size and a little loss in
p rsonal approach it is 17, "but the
failures are not due to incorrigibility
but defective organization on my part.'
Saturday I wju in Nizhni Novgorod
a guest of the American engineers
Uni jild- are driv'hg dav and night
hot'eVand 'doing" eveVything else | by November 1 the building of a plant
iown in black and white and what, that is to turn out 150.000
machines
ore remarkable the hotels are go-
1
* year. And when I say building a
up) but they are already talking i Pl«nt, I mean not
only the building
:„,mn flve-veav nlan. I have seen and equipping and putting into op-
rie automobile
I
eration of the plant itself, but the
magazine de- | building of a city to house 30,000 peo-
voted to getting people out of doors, i Ple - 15
"00
My guide, a most engaging and extra- ! nave in th
-informed young Com- weather, w
League member who went i dubs, and scnoois. . .
with me said: "In 1938 we 1 :
,ve one automobile for every
' gARN pICKS CASTS







Tickets secured from girts £<hh\








it must be so many trucks first, fairly ! SmM
make your hair stand on end with its
apparent reasonableness, and l
you think of the way it happens
good I . Thedid happen that
amount of building that is going on















MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.

















Swagger, new, young, and VALUES!
For misses who ENJOY smart
clothes. Camel's hair and wool, silk
lined, warmly interlined. New raglan
shoulders, wide collars, deep pockets,
wider belts. Natural, and the new
smart dark-dark BROWN. Sizes 14
to 20. $12.85. Ready Wednesday.
Filene's Wellesley Shop
